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Fifty years ago: Lancelot Hogben reviews Bradford Hill

BOOK REVIEW
(British Joiurntal of Social Medicine. Volume 11. 1948 p43. British Medical Association. London.)

Principles of Medical Statistics. By A. BRADFORD HILL, Fourth
Edition: 1948. London: Lanicet. Pp. 252. (Price lOs. 6d.)

The appearance of a new edition of Professor Bradford Hill's
manual, after three reprints of the third during the war years, is at
once an indication of its successful appeal to the audience for whom
the author wrote it and of a growing interest in the use of statistical
methods as a tool of medical research. Its success is the more
noteworthy in view of the fact that few medical schools as yet make
provision for instruction of this sort as part of the undergraduate
curriculum.

In the phraseology of the times, the author's aim is essentially
operational. His target is to show the medical specialist without
sufficient mathematical facility to appreciate their rationale, the use
of statistical techniques tests to forestall unjustifiable conclusions from
insufficient data and to correct unnecessary caution where confidence
is permissible. Within the compass of this programme he has ac-
complished his task with singular lucidity. Its success owes much to a
direct and unaffected style which makes for painless reading.
At a more sophisticated level of exposition, the book owes much

to well-chosen illustrations of the use of elementary principles of
probability. If one may regret the limitation the author has imposed
on the treatment of his theme by refraining from explanations which
would have made an elementary treatise a bulkier and more costly
undertaking, it is one of the merits of this book that he eschews the
temptation to prescribe methods the credentials of which very few
research workers can hope to understand. The rationale of methods
to which he does introduce the reader with little mathematical facility
is within the reach of the many who will discover an unsuspected
appetite for greater proficiency by digesting the fare the author offers
them. Indeed one of the praiseworthy features of this book, and one
which distinguishes it from so many others of its sort, is that it is
unpretentious in the best sense of the term. One might illustrate this
by contrast in more ways than one; but one will suffice.

There is an all too prevalent fashion among writers of elementary
manuals on statistical methods to expound the latest and the least
well-tried without due regard to their semantic credentials, to the
limitations which those responsible for the introduction have them-
selves emphasized, or to the likelihood that those who apply them
can ever hope to evaluate the validity of the assumptions on which
they rest. In particular, it is an occasion for cynical reflection that
disciples of Professor Fisher have so often chosen to overlook his own
priority in recognizing that the x2 test for one degree of freedom and
the normal difference test for a proportionate score as prescribed in
Bradford Hill's book are numerically (as well as formally) identical.
The modest common sense which prompts the author to refrain from
introducing methods which rely on more sophisticated mathematics
when methods which are relatively simple to grasp serve the same
purpose is the more commendable because he addresses himself to
students whose curriculum is already overburdened with authoritarian
instruction.
The same common sense pervades three wholly admirable chapters

devoted to discussion of common fallacies and errors. The insertion
of these is no less a service to the professional statistician than to the
medical student. In truth, due recognition of what statistical theory
can contribute to the advance of medical science has been too long
delayed by a lack of realism characteristic of many contributions
which professional statisticians made in the early years of our century
to anthropometry and medical sociology. The foreword appropriately
recognizes a change of outlook which has come about since early
controversies in Biometrika wrought so much discredit to statistical
theory among medical men with their feet on the solid ground of
experience. Statistics no longer needs to assert its credentials by
tendencious manipulation of social data discouraging to the pro-
gramme of social medicine. Medical research workers themselves
recognize the value of statistical techniques to validate the conclusions
suggested by their own observations.

LANCELOT HOGBEN

Comment on Hogben's book review from 1948

A foray into the British Journal of Social Medicine (the old
title of this journal) of 50 years ago has brought about a
happy conjunction of two contemporaneous great names:
[Sir] Austin Bradford Hill (1897-1991) and Lancelot
Hogben (1895-1975). Hill will be well known to readers
of this journal; his profound influence on the underpinning
of scientific medicine was documented with affection by
another contemporary, Sir Richard Doll.' Hogben is per-
haps less well remembered but no less interesting. He
comes to our attention because half a century ago he was
co-editor of this journal. The link with Hill is Hogben's
review ofthe third edition ofHill's book Principles ofMedical
Statistics in Volume 2. This is reproduced in full above.
In Volume 50 we take the opportunity to say a little about
Hogben and to comment on some issues arising from the
review which still seem pertinent today.

Lancelot Hogben trained as a zoologist and at an early
stage in his career developed an interest in mathematics.

His first appointment was as lecturer in zoology at Birkbeck
College London (1917) but in the same year he moved
to the Royal College of Science where he worked on
chromosome cytology. In 1922 he became deputy director
of the Institute of Animal Genetics in Edinburgh. After
two years in Canada starting in 1925, he went to Cape
Town University to become professor of zoology. Although
in Africa for only about three years, this was a fortuitous
appointment, for at that time Hogben had an interest in
colour changes and metamorphosis in amphibians. His
researches on Xenopus, a local toad in Cape Town, led to
the Hogben pregnancy test. In 1930 he was back in England
as professor of social biology at the London School of
Economics where he remained until 1937 when he became
regius professor of natural history in Aberdeen. By 1941
he had moved again and became Mason professor of
zoology at Birmingham University. From 1944-46 he was
acting director of medical statistics at the War Office in
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London. His final post was as professor ofmedical statistics
at Birmingham and during this time he began his in-
volvement with our journal.
Hogben wrote two hugely successful books popularising

mathematics and science: MathematicsfortheMillion (1933)
and Science for the Citizen (1938). His distinguished con-
tributions to a number of areas in zoology earned him
election to fellowship of the Royal Society (FRS) in 1936.
But what of the man? It is documented that throughout

his life he was plagued by an over-active thyroid for which
he sought treatment only in his later years. Whether this
had a link with his behaviour is a moot point but from the
foregoing it is clear that he rarely stayed long in one place.
He seems to have been a difficult character to get along
with. Williams2 writes of Hogben thus:

"At Cambridge, and even at school Hogben displayed
a complexity and irrationality of character that makes it
difficult to evaluate his true worth: On his own admission
his brilliance was combined with 'a sheer genius for
making enemies'."
It is said that he characteristically was grudging about

receiving his FRS, making it known that he thought its
bestowal had been delayed by enemies.
The review of Hill's book is remarkable in two ways.

First, there is the clarity and directness of the prose. This
is only a short example and the full extent of his gift may
be seen in his books. Clear writing is (or might reasonably
be expected to be) a natural concomitant for clear thinking.
One of the finest examples of this is Russel's The P1inciples
of Mathematics3 written a; the turn of the century. Here
one finds what were at the time deep matters at the
forefront of mathematical logic expressed in beautiful and
economical English prose with little recourse to symbolism.
Although few can hope to emulate Hogben and Russel,
there is a lesson for us all. The published paper is the
principal means of communication in science; yet, from
the perspective of the editors of this journal (and others,
of course) it occasionally seems that researchers regard the
"writing up" as a chore of far less importance than the
other parts of their research projects. This is a pity, espe-
cially when the author's native language is English, for the
editors and technical editor (and even more so, our referees)
have little resource to make major improvements. More-
over, a poorly expressed idea, however sound it may be,
is less likely to gain the sympathy of the referees. Perhaps,
as clarity of thought and writing go hand in hand, poorly
expressed papers should be rejected on the assumption
that they must also reflect incoherence of thought during
the process of researching. Such a Draconian policy seems
unlikely since the flow of papers in many journals would

slow to a trickle; yet, cynics might think that not a bad
thing.

Second, Hogben identifies an issue concerning the use
of statistics that still seems valid today. He mentions how
"... he [Hill] eschews [ie avoids] the temptation to pre-
scribe methods the credentials of which very few research
workers can hope to understand." Those who submit
papers to this journal tend to be statistically fairly soph-
isticated and we cannot help notice that analyses and their
presentations sometimes seem overly complicated and not
easily accessible to people outside, and sometimes within,
the narrow research community. Epidemiology is an ap-
plied discipline and those who practise it should take
every effort to make their findings intelligible and open to
criticism by those who might choose to apply them. Stat-
istical modelling is computationally simple these days and
there may be a temptation to embark upon it as a first line
of analysis after checking the data. This is a wrong-headed
approach because the main import of any study should
usually be apparent from appropriately chosen tables and
figures which themselves should reflect the conceptualmodel
which led to the questions posed in the research study. We
believe that the r6le of the more complicated statistical
techniques is usually merely to verify the impressions that
may be gained through simpler analysis and to assist in
the exploration of fine detail. Thus presentation of, say,
regression coefficients is not very helpful to the reader of
a paper if he cannot also get a feel for the raw data
by seeing summary statistics for important variables by
appropriate groups. If nothing much shows up in the
simpler presentations then the natural question for the
sceptic must be 'so what?' The researcher who is at peace
with himself should not feel the need to impress through
machismo statistics.
These days many who perhaps should better remain

silent see fit to write texts on statistics, or worse, "data
analysis". Sir Austin Bradford Hill wrote one of the few
that has become a classic. It has been translated into at
least five languages. The current edition (the 12th) now
entitled A Short Textbook of Medical Statistics was co-
authored with his son. Lancelot Hogben's judgment of
Principles of Medical Statistics has proved correct.

A S St LEGER
Associate Editor

1 Doll R. Sir Austin Bradford Hill and the progress of medical science. BMJ 1992;
305:1521-6.

2 Williams IT. Hogben, Lancelot Thonmas In: Lord Blake, Nicholls CS The
Dictionary of National Biography 1971-1980. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1986.

3 Russel B. The principles of mathematics. London: George Allen & Unwin,
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